
China To Rival Detroit With New Facility!

Score One Inc. (SREA)
$0.15 UP 7%

SREA is set to build an international center to showcase China’s $68 Billion 
automobile and parts industry. This will provide a new state of the art 
facility for the market to turn to. 

Act fast and get on SREA first thing Thursday!



Face it - get a plan - and erase it.
The Alcon LADARVision excimer laser does not appear to have any inherent design 
problems and hundreds of thousands of patients have had.
Plaintiff, George Psoras, Jr.
Those things for which you are in denial will someday sabotage you.
The FSE balanced the infrared pulse and changed the DSP gains.
"As Lasik is an invasive surgery performed on a very delicate part of the eye, p
otential problems may arise as a result of the operation," said Prof.
The preceding was a guest post by Charrise McCrorey of Emergence Business Coachi
ng.
This is your opportunity to resolve this matter without legal expense and exposu
re to liability and damages.
Brint continued until a separate negotiated settlement was reached with Dr.
We have no need and neither do they.
Brint’s liability insurance carrier.
Fast-Fix Jewelry Repairs.
Much of the equipment is bought secondhand on eBay or Craigslist.
The amount of the second settlement is confidential.
IT IS ORDERED THAT, ON COUNT III OF THE COMPLAINT, THE AGREEMENT.
Lauranell Burch authored the document as a representative of a government agency
, when in fact the document was published anonymously by a private citizen.
Using a foot pedal, the user can remove the body of the receptacle from its base
 for easy access to the trash bag.
That will be an interesting document to see.
Brint continued until a separate negotiated settlement was reached with Dr.
Kerry Assil and many other defendants for violations of the Telephone Consumer P
rotection Act.
Represented by his law partner Jay D.
, human resources-consulting firm, suggests drawing employees into the problem-s
olving process.
So he got the idea for TechShop.
, Baltimore Laser Sight Center, Greater Baltimore  Medical Center, Inc.
And because water is heavy, transporting it requires a lot of fuel.
We get wrapped up in the drama about our business.
Brint continued until a separate negotiated settlement was reached with Dr.
That is what it feels like when you are working in the summer with all this gear
 on.
" This statement is likewise non-actionable.
Illinois courts have consistently found non-actionable words which are rhetorica
l hyperbole or used only in a loose, figurative sense, such as those at issue in
 our case.
Moreover, following the innocent construction rule, this statement is not defama
tory because there are simply an infinite number of reasonable interpretations f
or this statement other than the Dr.
businesses are home-based.
Brint’s liability insurance carrier.
com to someone else, who that someone else is, and when the ads started.



And because water is heavy, transporting it requires a lot of fuel.
Vikas Jain Loses Medical License For the first time, the state Medical Board has
 punished a laser eye surgeon, stripping a central Ohio doctor of his license.
Failure to review and evaluate all complaints to determine whether an investigat
ion is necessary.
The Simpsons Movie at Hollywood.
The FSE confirmed the failure mode and replaced the zoom motor.
In addition, absolute privilege extends to proceedings by administrative agencie
s which act in a judicial or quasi-judicial capacity.
The following adverse event reports have not been adequately investigated as req
uired: a.
, was a  doctor of ophthalmology in the State of Maryland offering ophthalmologi
cal  services to the public in Baltimore County.
Stephen Lane: Totally agree - I think we have already wasted too much time and h
uman resources on the "chicken little" subject.
Hard to imagine wind turbines on the cheek-by-jowl lots of many U.
Plaintiffs’ complaint should be dismissed on this ground alone.
Caro lacks ability in his trade.
The venue is Baltimore County.
"Messed up," is also an opinion, rather than a factual assertion.
Try The Green Trust NewsletterIs Bioperformace Dyed Green Mothballs?
You should investigate and determine the causes of the violations, and take prom
pt actions to correct the violations and to bring your products into compliance.

and Michel Psoras, Plaintiffs, by their attorneys, Jay D.
Moliere at Hollywood.
" He then notes that some doctors have been suing their patients who post critic
al comments on the Internet.
The Alcon LADARVision excimer laser does not appear to have any inherent design 
problems and hundreds of thousands of patients have had satisfactory outcomes.
Ron Link of SurgicalEyes.
I have blogged on this subject often, and I have pocast interviews with thoughtf
ul experts on this subject like Carl E.
Plaintiff was not informed of the risk of the LASIK procedure, and defendant The
  Baltimore Laser Sight Center, Ltd.
The part was not returned and an evaluation was not performed.
Beam drift occurs if too much time passes between calibration and treatment, wit
h possible translation or rotation of the beam.
Leigh Branham, owner of Keeping The People Inc.
Considering the liabilities there, I’m not surprised that Keller would attempt t
o distance herself.
ROSICHAN IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS ALCON MANUFACTURING, LTD AND ALCON LABORATORIE
S, INC.
Sandy Keller is not ASCRS friend, nor at the moment is Glen Hagele.
He can appeal to the Franklin County Common Pleas Court.
This was helpful to me, and really got me thinking about what was, in fact, true
 about a situation.
Thank you for reading the Business Opportunities Weblog.
Did she accept all liability for the website from you?
By calling attention to her house with her legal action, she made the photo of h
er house an Internet Hit.
Modeling is critical to achieving an open line of communication among staff memb
ers.
A MDR was evaluated by your PS team and classified as "Other" without explanatio
n.
"NeuroVision understands the intricacies of Lasik and is a complementary treatme
nt to the surgery.
Glenn Hagele previously threatened to publish the social security number of Dr.
We would appreciate receiving the periodic reports that you have promised.
Face it - get a plan - and erase it.



Provide legal information to those patients who wish to file medical malpractice
 lawsuits against surgeons who are supported or recommended by Glenn Hagele.
Next, the statements were made in the context of a quasi-judicial capacity, and 
are thus privileged.
"In the past, there were few options to rectify unsatisfactory Lasik results.
Lauranell Burch in addition to the social security number of other individuals.
Brint continued until a separate negotiated settlement was reached with Dr.
Hard to imagine wind turbines on the cheek-by-jowl lots of many U.
lasik-eyes newsgroup, in which he has threatened to sue Glenn Hagele and Christo
pher Roiland.
Caro messed up seven years ago.
Using assembly-line-like procedures, TLC-employed optometrists oversaw initial t
esting procedures, pre-qualified patients for surgery, and then lined up surgica
l candidates upon whom Dr.
This is your opportunity to resolve this matter without legal expense and exposu
re to liability and damages.
Using Internet MLM LeadsCalling leads is NOT cold calling!
Moreover, we believe your written statements constitute defamation per se - all 
of which have caused our client substantial injury and interfered with his abili
ty to conduct his business.
Don’t be fooled by Glenn Hagele’s advertising claims - CRSQA’s quality "standard
s" are actually below industry standards.
Moliere at Hollywood.
htm for which Glenn Hagele is threatening to file a lawsuit.
I believe this has become a no win tar baby.
As the Haberstroh court explained, words that are merely found to be name callin
g have also been held as non-actionable.
"NeuroVision understands the intricacies of Lasik and is a complementary treatme
nt to the surgery.
Anita Nevyas Sues Patient After Damaging His Vision Dr.
The FSE adjusted components to prevent future arcing.
We cannot win by getting involved.
Well, not every backyard.
Joseph Dello Russo Targeted by Patient Web Site www.
Caro messed up seven years ago.
At  all times relevant to this action, Anthony J.
, and LCA  Vision, Inc.
com, then that’s fine with me.
Sam Masket: Looks like we are in the middle of a cat fight; time to withdraw.
Holt helped Danni get moving in the morning by phone from the ferry as she commu
ted.
Brint was associated at the time with a chain of laser surgery clinics located t
hroughout the country called The Laser Center, Inc.
WHEREFORE,  Plaintiff, George Psoras, Jr.
alleges he  went blind in one eye after undergoing LASIK.
The amount of the second settlement is confidential.
Illinois courts do not allow defamation cases to proceed where all that the defe
ndant stated is that the plaintiff "messed up" and "lies.
Michael Neustel, a U.
This is England at Hollywood.
The  Baltimore Laser Sight Center, Ltd.
Anita Nevyas Sues Patient After Damaging His Vision Dr.
and Greater  Baltimore Medical Center, Inc.
Plaintiff, George Psoras, Jr.
We cannot win by getting involved.
We will discuss each count separately.
Crain Publications, Inc.
com: A new invention is helping to keep police officers cooler during the hot su
mmer months.
Kerry Assil and many other defendants for violations of the Telephone Consumer P



rotection Act.
Nevertheless, your response to the violations discussed above is inadequate beca
use our review of the data shows that reviews, evaluations, and corrective actio
ns were not fully assessed.
Moreover, the context of the statements indicates that certain privileges attach
.
Next, the statements were made in the context of a quasi-judicial capacity, and 
are thus privileged.
By calling attention to her house with her legal action, she made the photo of h
er house an Internet Hit.
patent attorney and the creator of ConfidentialityWizard, claims that while ther
e are cheap form agreements available on the Internet, none offer the flexibilit
y of ConfidentialityWizard.
He subsequently taught a metal shop class at the College of San Mateo.
As the complaint only alleges certain written communications, and does not alleg
e any oral communications, we can consider Count I to be for libel only.
Miller, George Psoras Jr.
The Surgical Eyes bulletin board is now owned by the  Vision Surgery Rehab  Netw
ork, which is managed by Dr.
Doka of El Paso, Texas impairs Elvira G.
Plaintiffs’ complaint should be dismissed on this ground alone.
To confirm a surgeon’s membership in USAEYES you will need to contact that surge
on directly, or visit Glenn Hagele’s web site at USAEYES.
I suggest we stay away.
Glenn Hagele previously threatened to publish the social security number of Dr.
,  departed from the standard of care by  negligently: a.
On what date did this momentous event occur, Keller?
Face it - get a plan - and erase it.
Even more importantly, the law is quite clear that expressions of opinion are no
n-actionable as protected forms of speech under the first amendment no matter ho
w vigorously the opinion is expressed.
Hard to imagine wind turbines on the cheek-by-jowl lots of many U.
San Francisco Mayor Gavin Newsom last month signed an executive order prohibitin
g city departments from buying bottled water, saying the move would save taxpaye
rs money and be good for the planet.
The record does not document an investigation that was conducted to determine th
e root-cause of the report to conduct an investigation into the reported malfunc
tion.
com, then that’s fine with me.
info is to: Expose the false advertising by Glenn Hagle and CRSQA on his USAEYES
.
This is your opportunity to resolve this matter without legal expense and exposu
re to liability and damages.
Defendant The Baltimore Laser Sight Center, Ltd.
As a business owner, it is vital to become committed to truth and candor in your
 business.
The mission of USAEYES.
com and only Cofer is responsible for the content at LasikDisaster.
Fast-Fix Jewelry Repairs.
Your response to this data has been inadequate.
Sandy Keller is not ASCRS friend, nor at the moment is Glen Hagele.
" This statement is likewise non-actionable.
"Messed up," is also an opinion, rather than a factual assertion.
Even if the statement fits within one of the categories that will sustain a per 
se action, recovery will not be allowed if the statement can reasonably be given
 an innocent construction.
and Greater  Baltimore Medical Center, Inc.
But now with the revolutionary NeuroVision treatment, patients can attain the sh
arp, crisp vision they desire," said Alain Leneveu, CEO, NeuroVision Pte.
Personnel experienced vomiting and nausea resulting in an ER visit.



Blades spin quietly so as not to rattle neighbors.
TechShop is a chain of workshops that cater to inventors, tinkerers, and hobbyis
ts.
It goes something like this: Decide what the worst outcome could be from the pro
blem.
Identify surgeons who are not members of CRSQA, but receive public pronouncement
s of support when criticized by patients who have been injured by laser eye surg
ery.
He subsequently taught a metal shop class at the College of San Mateo.
Herbert Nevyas Targeted by Patient Web Site Jo Wills published a narrative of Ke
ith Wills’ problems with Dr.
The state will inform the national Federation of State of Medical Boards of its 
action, in hopes of preventing Jain from going elsewhere to practice.
Sandy Keller is not ASCRS friend, nor at the moment is Glen Hagele.
Once we have received both we will start writing a profile on the practice to be
 included with the listings.
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS COUNTY DEPARTMENT, LAW DIVISION ST
.
Who is responsible for the authorship of the defamation at LasikDisaster.
This is your opportunity to resolve this matter without legal expense and exposu
re to liability and damages.
The malfunction causes the laser to stop operating or firing resulting in surger
y being terminated, causing under correction, which is not considered by your fi
rm to be an injury.
Plaintiff, George Psoras, Jr.
So he got the idea for TechShop.
You will be amazed at how relieved you feel!
As a business owner, it is vital to become committed to truth and candor in your
 business.
Moliere at Hollywood.
- Defendant CASTER EYE CENTER - Defendant CASTER M.
Brint’s surgical technique was flawless.
Herbert Nevyas Targeted by Patient Web Site Jo Wills published a narrative of Ke
ith Wills’ problems with Dr.
In addition, absolute privilege extends to proceedings by administrative agencie
s which act in a judicial or quasi-judicial capacity.
info is to: Expose the false advertising by Glenn Hagle and CRSQA on his USAEYES
.
Had defendant Anthony J.
At  all times relevant to this action, Anthony J.
Following the recommendation of his local optometrist, Judge Hoch made an appoin
tment with Dr.
This voice post is sponsored by the HP iPAQ and was written by Charrise McCrorey
 of Emergence Business Coaching.
Home Workers Typical Of Folks Reshaping The MediaWee Watch: Private children’s h
ome day care.
Hagele retains his right to all legal means to seek redress of losses caused by 
your prior acts, however, removal of your statements will mitigate damage alread
y caused.
and Greater  Baltimore Medical Center, Inc.
You should take prompt action to correct these deviations.
I sense that we should not be responsive at all.
The complaint is a bit confusing on its face as it does not have a count for sla
nder, but does have a count for libel, which is Count I.
I sense that we should not be responsive at all.
The Simpsons Movie at Hollywood.
At the matches, Lindsay and her husband Tate noticed mothers complaining about h
aving to run back home to fetch jerseys, shin guards and other items the kids fo
rgot to pack.
The record also fails to document the justification for not conducting an invest



igation and is not signed and dated by responsible personnel.
Sandy Keller is not ASCRS friend, nor at the moment is Glen Hagele.
The Illinois Supreme Court has explained that the non-defamatory interpretation 
must be adopted if it is reasonable even if there are other reasonable interpret
ations that are defamatory.
I look forward to working with you.
Brint continued until a separate negotiated settlement was reached with Dr.
, The Baltimore Laser Sight Center, Ltd.
Failure to promptly correct these deviations may result in regulatory action bei
ng initiated by the Food and Drug Administration without further notice.
We acknowledge that you have proposed to improve your complaint handling procedu
re.
Identify the surgeons who have purchased advertising services from Glenn Hagele.

Within the judicial context, the absolute privilege covers formal pleadings, in-
court communications and "any communication pertinent to pending litigation.
Vikas Jain Loses Medical License For the first time, the state Medical Board has
 punished a laser eye surgeon, stripping a central Ohio doctor of his license.
In the present case, plaintiffs allege in Count I of their complaint that the de
famatory statements that the defendant made were in a letter to the Better Busin
ess Bureau.
Lauranell Burch,  the document was published anonymously.
Brint’s surgical technique was flawless.
No new trial date has been set.
This voice post is sponsored by the HP iPAQ and was written by Charrise McCrorey
 of Emergence Business Coaching.
Modeling is critical to achieving an open line of communication among staff memb
ers.
alleges he  went blind in one eye after undergoing LASIK.


